CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
–The KOREBALL is a collapsible and portable workout system offering a simple and effective
core based, full-body fat-burning workout–
The Amazon customers below all gave the KOREBALL™ kettlebell workout system five star reviews:
“The KoreBall is perfect for working out the core and it is perfect for home and travel. The KOREBALL is perfect for
working out the core and it is perfect for home and travel. I use the KOREBALL for core workouts at home as well
as when I travel. I use both sides filled up fully and find it just right and a good challenge and, if I want I can
TOTALLY kill myself with it. I like to use it because it is easy to use and the handle and bladder allows it to be used
on your feet and between your knees LOVE to follow the videos that are easy to work out with. Looking forward to
more videos!” –David M. Korpi
******
“Excellent! I got the KOREBALL as a gift and love it! The KOREBALL is now a part of all of my workouts and is the
perfect gift for anyone that works out, exercises or travels.”– Molly Hockema
******
“Very convenient… Love the ease and portability of this product. I love how you control the weight, and can take it
anywhere. Great workout on the go!” Jessica
******
“Revolutionary! Since purchasing the KOREBALL, my workouts have changed dramatically-- and for the better!
This equipment is extremely dynamic and gave me the full body workout that I have not been able to get from a
kettlebell or medicine ball alone. Not only can you work your core, but the comfortable grip and body of the device
make working out at home safer and more efficient when performing full body exercises.
The videos on the KOREBALL website pose a new challenge for me to conquer! It is refreshing to have a piece of
equipment that I can take with me when I travel, as well. I have taken the KOREBALL on camping trips as well as
airplanes. The online videos provide short yet effective workouts for a busy person like me, and the exercises do
not require a gym environment-- I have worked out in my hotel room on the floor! I look forward to seeing more
workouts posted on the website! –NAS "bumblebee"
******
“Much better than a Kettlebell! This works so much better than a regular Kettlebell. The design provides more
flexibility in exercises than a Kettlebell. The ability to use it with your knees and feet is perfect for ab work. I use
one at home and have one for travel. It allows me to do more Kettlebell type exercises without the back pain.”
– K. Amblers
“Awesome product! Initially, I ordered the KOREBALL as a portable fitness solution for travel. It’s like a kettlebell
and a medicine ball in one unit. I get a great session when I’m on the road or in a pinch for a quick and workout.
The weight is easily adjustable by the amount of water used in the bladder, which at first; I was a little concerned
about punctures and leakage. Since, however, I’ve taken it on several trips without a problem.

As a Personal Fitness Trainer, I bought two more units for my gear bag and one for home (sand filled). This product
is a great innovation, being: versatile, portable and easy to use. Even better, the build-quality and reasonable price
tag make it a solid “bang for the buck” purchase.” –Bryan McDaniels
******
“Koreball has been a blessing for my busy schedule. I love the fact the KOREBALL is so easy to travel with and gives
me a workout like using the kettle bell in the gym. I travel a lot a take it with me every time. I gave one to my
Fitness crazy sister for Christmas and she loves it, living in a collage dorm, because it takes up little to no space and
she can whip it out and use it whenever she wants a good workout.” –Robyn Cloninger
******
“All body workout with the KOREBALL! I've been using the KOREBALL since last year! It’s a great workout! My core
is definitely stronger. You can work out so many different muscles with it. There are many ways to use it to
strengthen your CORE!!! I have a special needs daughter who weighs 91 lbs. and is 5ft tall. I have to carry her when
transferring. This KOREBALL has made me stronger so that it is easier for me. I feel the difference for sure. It's
collapsible and easy to fit in a suitcase. I love that I can work out when I travel. It's a workout on the GO!! You can
take it anywhere! Check out the videos on the website and get started.” –Maribel
“I use my KOREBALL not only in the gym, but in my home and when I travel. It's incredible for abs, but I also use it
for total body workouts at home (when I'm too lazy to go to the gym). I use it to add weight to my squats & lunges
and I do shoulders and triceps exercises, as well as abs. A lot the ab videos on the KOREBALL site not only work
your abs, but your arms too. To be honest, my body (arms and abs specifically) have never looked better, and it’s
thanks to the exercises I do with my KOREBALL. Great product and great price. I can't wait to see what new
workout videos hit the site!” –Kelly Newton "Kelly"
******
“I Love my KOREBALL! I have had my KOREBALL for over a year and my whole family uses it. We use it at home and
throw it in the car when we travel. It's easy to deflated and pack in a suitcase, too. The videos are quick so you can
always find time to work out. I love it so much I gave my parents and my brother one.” –Brenna Linder

About KOREBALL (www.Koreball.com)
The KOREBALL™, a collapsible, portable kettlebell workout system, offers an on the-go-full-body cardiovascular
workout that helps burn fat, build lean muscles and tone the body, while also improving flexibility, balance and
strength.
Developed by Trainer Rick Warren, KOREBALL is safe and comfortable to use for all levels of fitness enthusiasts and
provides a dynamic and efficient workout in 30 minutes or less. KOREBALL’s water or sand filled, leak proof, bladders
are weight adjustable, while smooth comfort dual handles are easy to use.
For more information please visit: http://www.koreball.com
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